
WRAP UP

Instant Wrap Up Style!  Introducing the new, 

multi-use, human hair scrunchie from Hair 

quickly and easily transforms a simple ponytail, 

no matter how short, into a trendy or elegant 

style in seconds.  Integrate in an up-do or have 

of.  Wrap two pieces and get double the body 

and shape.   No more bad hair days.  Wear it low 

as an elegant chignon or go casual and simply 

dress up a  high pony.  Each Wrap Up measures 

4 “ (10cm) across and is constructed using 100% Human Hair that can be 

easily curled, straightened and styled for comfortable and easy wear. 

Products, visit 
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Professional salon 
clip-in human hair 
enhancing wrap

100% 
Human Hair

A SIMPLE EASY TO USE 
SCRUNCHIE BUN WRAP

33/32C18/26R14/26 223/23C



LOW BUN

HAIR AFFAIR WRAP UP BUN 
OFFERS MULTIPLE STYLING 
OPTIONS
Virtually invisable, comfortable and 
easy to style in seconds, just wrap and 
your look has completely changed. 
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Caring for your Human Hair Wrap Up

To wash your Wrap Up gently comb to 

remove tangles.  A spray-on professional 

conditioner can be used prior to washing.  

Use a professional conditioning shampoo and 

warm water to gently work from the base to 

the ends.  Do not scrub.  Hold the Wrap Up 

and rinse well.  Follow with conditioner and 

then rinse.  Lay Wrap Up flat on a towel and 

gently roll to squeeze out excess moisture.  

Allow to air dry or use a hair dryer on a low 

setting.  All thermal tools should be used on 

the lowest setting to avoid scorching the hair.  

Steam rollers are the safest way to curl your 

Wrap Up.  It is recommended that only profes-

sional stylists cut or apply colour to your Wrap 

Up.  Do not bleach. 
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Just wrap and go!
Enchance your look in seconds.

STEP 2: Flu� or style hair until the desired 
e�ect is achieved. 

STEP 1: Draw hair into a bun and wrap until 
firmly anchored.


